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The author of a widely banned book "This Book Is Gay" told
Rolling Stone Magazine on Wednesday that the book is
"definitely not pornographic," responding to the book’s
critical reception from ...

Author of banned book 'This Book Is Gay' says book is
'definitely not pornographic'
It’s easy to get lost in a good book, especially if you’re
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reading one of the best fiction books of the year, a sizzling
romance novel, or some seriously good historical fiction. But
the best ...

50 Best Nonfiction Books of All Time
By Patricia Mazzei, Elizabeth A. Harris and Alexandra Alter
Claire Dederer’s deft and searching book surfaces a
“fan’s dilemma” over such figures as Vladimir Nabokov,
Woody Allen ...

The New York Times Books
With the advent of book printing̶historians point to first-
millennium China as the origin of the first printed
text̶people have been able to not only read entertaining
and moving tales ...

21 Classic Books Everyone Should Read at Least Once
Among these, the book value and the price-to-book ratio
(P/B ratio) are staples for value investors. But does book
value deserve all the fanfare? Read on to find out. The book
value of a company ...

What Book Value Means to Investors
E-book reader Ratings Take all your books on the go with an
e-book reader. With a long battery life and large displays, e-
readers give you a virtual library in the palm of your hand.

E-book readers
The book interrogates the costs and rewards of the war’s
circumstantial solidarities. For everyone, a longing for
closeness is bedevilled by old shames and secrets. When you
make a purchase ...

The Best Books of 2022
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Two new visual books, “Internet_Art” and “The Story of
NFTs,” explore the history and future of creative
consumption online. By Walker Mimms Laura Dern and her
mother, Diane Ladd ...

Book Review
Last week, a district court judge in New York ruled on
Hachette Book Group, Inc. v. Internet Archive, a case that is
likely to shape how we read books on smartphones, tablets,
and computers in the ...

Libraries Need More Freedom to Distribute Digital Books
A Virginia superintendent informed parents 14 books will be
removed from school libraries this week due to sexual
content. Spotsylvania County Public Schools
Superintendent Mark Taylor cited ...

14 Books Being Removed From Spotsylvania School
Libraries
Whether you're hoping to stay up all night reading thrillers
that will leave you spooked for weeks or find a book that
makes you believe in the constancy of love, 2023 has a book
for you.

55 Best New Books of 2023 So Far
What, exactly, makes a new summer book a good summer
book? It helps if the book in question comes out during the
summer, roughly in those amorphous weeks from May into
late August; sometimes ...

The 39 Best New Books to Read in Summer 2023
Education is a key talking point for politicians these days,
and the latest Fox News Poll finds parents are more
concerned about book banning than they were last year.
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Meanwhile, concern for what ...

Fox News Poll: Parents increasingly concerned about book
banning
ChatGPT, OpenAI's artificial intelligence chatbot, seems to
be able to do lots of things. You can have it explain complex
concepts in simple terms, ask it for a cocktail recipe, or even
have it ...
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